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Postanthropocene Speculations: Oryx and Crake and The Year of the Flood by Margaret Atwood
Science-fiction giant Isaac Asimov once wrote:
Modern science fiction is the only form of literature that consistently considers
the nature of the changes that face us, the possible consequences, and the possible
solutions. That branch of literature which is concerned with the impact of
scientific advance upon human beings. (qtd Pandey 135)
Multitalented Canadian writer Margaret Atwood has denied that her futuristic novels are
science fiction, calling them instead “speculative” (“Margaret Atwood”), but at least two of
them, Oryx and Crake and The Year of the Flood, fit Asimov’s definition cleanly. Both envision
a near-future postapocalypse in which the confluence of Global Warming, corporate fascism, and
biotechnology—and organized resistance to all three—has given birth to a postanthropecene era,
one in which homo sapiens may no longer dominate the Earth. Both feature parallel events,
characters, and plot structures—one might consider them one novel—but Oryx and Crake is
more daring, which is perhaps why it was on the shortlist for the 2003 Man Booker Prize. The
Year of the Flood has not received the same level of critical attention.
The novels’ begin in the near future (possibly around 2050) in an unnamed city along the
northeastern North American seaboard, possibly in Canada. In both, the narrators are living in
“survival mode” after a pandemic has killed most homo sapiens. The region has become
subtropical, and flora is overgrowing the city. Fauna roam freely, including both native species
and genetic creations, such as “rakunks” (racoon-skunk hybrids), fiercely intelligent and
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predatory “pigoons” (pigs modified to grow human organs), and “liobams” (lion-sheep hybrids).
The reader also is introduced to the “Crakers,” an engineered, leaf-eating homo species with blue
bellies and unusual sexual habits. These openings make the reader question, how did humanity
get here?
The narrators’ past—our nearer future—is dystopian and contains the seeds of its own
destruction. Global Warming has driven populations north (Wisconsin is a desert) and increased
competition for scarce resources. Democracy is a sham: Real power rests with the corporations,
especially private-security contractor CorpSeCorps, whose agents regularly engage in
kidnapping, extortion, and murder. Managers, scientists, and certain trusted employees live in
luxury corporate compounds, while the mass of humanity lives in the “plebelands,” slums where
murdered gangsters and innocents alike disappear to become ground into SecretBurgers or
recycled in “garboils.” The corporations thrive mainly through selling bioengineered products,
sometimes creating both the need and the solution, as when HelthWyzer releases genetically
engineered diseases in its nutritional supplements, then sells the cure through its medical lines.
Faced with such injustice and impending ecological collapse, top scientists form the mosteffective resistance, both from within the compounds and without. It is one of those scientists,
Glenn (AKA Crake) who genetically engineers a pandemic to cleanse the Earth of mankind and
engineers the Crakers—without the evolutionary design flaws that manifest in homo sapiens’
destructive character.
After the reader is introduced to the narrators surviving in the postapocalypse, each novel
begins a second timeline in which they recall the events leading up to the present, starting about
twenty-five years before. In The Year of the Flood, Toby and Ren recall their lifelong
involvement with God’s Gardeners, a radical Christian group that enjoins theology, scientific
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ecology, and social resistance. Some of the Gardeners help spread Crake’s pandemic, which they
call the “Waterless Flood.” In Oryx and Crake, Jimmy recalls his lifelong friendship with Crake
and the creation of both Crakers and pandemic. Atwood shares characters between the novels:
Jimmy, Crake, and the Crakers make cameos in The Year of the Flood, and Ren is Jimmy’s high
school girlfriend and lifelong regret in Oryx and Crake. By the end of both novels, memory has
caught up with the present, and mysteries pull together tightly, like the conclusion of a good
“whodunnit.”
The Year of the Flood seems to have received more marketing attention from Atwood.
She has a website for this book (yearoftheflood.com) and not for Oryx and Crake. It may be that
she is using the book for activism, as the website is linked to ecological events and organizations.
It may also be that she especially enjoyed creating God’s Gardeners, for which she wrote hymns
about worms and predators and for which she also made Jacques Cousteau and Dian Fossey
saints, among other scientific heroes. But Oryx and Crake is better written.
Toby and Ren are reliable narrators, whereas Jimmy is unreliable—specifically, he is
insane. When the reader sees the Crakers at the beginning of Oryx and Crake, for example, he or
she doesn’t know for certain if these are real or hallucination. When Jimmy recalls the past, the
reader doesn’t know if it is a true or false memory. This adds tension as the reader must tease
fact from fantasy in relative past and present to solve the puzzle. Further, the stakes are higher. In
The Year of the Flood, the reader witnesses Toby and Ren’s personal trials and the role of Gods
Gardeners in the Waterless Flood. But in Oryx and Crake, the reader witnesses godlike Crake
murder humanity and create the Crakers in his image.
Both books are well worth reading as a series. In the best tradition of science fiction, both
play out the effects of science-rooted events upon humanity and individuals, in this case Global
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Warming and biotechnology. And in both, Atwood makes a fine critique of growing corporatism.
But if one must choose to read one or the other, Oryx and Crake is the best option.
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